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welcome contents

Howdy Shindiggers,

Whilst things in the “Real World” are undoubtedly going from 
bad to worse, 2017 has been great for Shindig! It really does 
feel like we have hit our stride and maintained pace. Risky 
topics now feel less ominous, and quite often pieces on artists 
less associated with what was once viewed as the magazine’s 
forte have actually gone down best of all. It is, however, no 
surprise to discover readers like all manner of interesting things. 
Taste is always considered.

As it’s that feel good time of year I’d like to acknowledge 
all who’ve written in, come to our events and tuned into the 
radio show. An even bigger thank you goes out to those who 
buy the magazine on a regular basis. Without you Shindig! 
wouldn’t exist. We appreciate your valued and continued 
custom. 

There’s no Xmas silliness in this issue as we’ve done that 
quite enough over the past couple of years. So, without 
suggesting some suitably fun sounds to get you through last 
minute shopping and wrapping, we’d just like to wish you 
a most cool Yule. Of course, we do offer our annual best of 
the year which may help you decide on suitable gifts for the 
Shindigger in your life. And hey, why not treat that special 
someone to a year’s subscription? What better gift is there for a 
music lover? 

To close our 12 month celebration of 1967’s 50th 
anniversary we look back at two key, and perhaps somewhat 
known yet now overlooked albums. When was the last time 
you listened to either The Doors’ Strange Days or The Moody 
Blues’ Days Of Future Passed? Some time I suspect, yet both 
stand the test of time and are certainly worth revisiting with 
fresh ears, especially when considering remastered editions of 
each record are now available. 

Enjoy the rest of the magazine and all of your festivities, 
whatever you’ll be doing. We’ll be back in the New Year with 
a rather special celebratory issue. In the meantime, do please 
get in touch. We love to see 
your highlights of the year, 
views and thoughts on how 
you’d like the mag to evolve. 

Stay warm, merry and happy. 

Happy Xmas,

Jon ‘Mojo’ Mills 
Editor-In-Chief
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BRUCE
LATITUDES

To close our 1967 celebrations, we finally spotlight
, the seminal love year’s most

revolutionary band who also reflected the darkness
and socio-political carnage of the rest of the decade.

There have been endless documents focusing on
their charismatic doomed singer over the

supernatural sounds The Doors produced together. 
explores the band’s untouchable

musical legacy with BRUCE BOTNICK, the studio
genius who captured their wild muse on record, with
some help from guitarist ROBBY KRIEGER and late

keyboard magus RAY MANZAREK

aking rock ’n’ roll to previously unchartered planes of mystery and
imagination, The Doors were the first US band to capture the seismic

social changes happening in America and the volatile mood on the streets.
While worshipped as cool pop stars, they became a microcosm and

embodiment of young America’s rising underground resistance,
providing a glorious soundtrack for when “the whole shithouse goes
up in flames”, while becoming a prime target for the establishment’s

paranoid retaliations. 
   Even from where the 12-year-old me was sitting in late 1966, there was something
darkly seductive about that first photo that appeared in the British music papers
before a note of music had been heard. Released in
January before any coming psychedelic milestones, The
Doors set new benchmarks for evocative lyrics, multi-
hued intelligence and studio-combusted sonic expression.
Mysterious, evocative and screamingly dramatic, no band
had sounded like this (or ever would), even if their
moody shimmer seemed birthed in the dark heart of the
blues at its blackest. The garage-rock organ tattoo of
‘Louie Louie’ had sprouted wings, jazz liberation was in
the picture and the singer was a brooding shaman. 
   That was only the start. 

z z

z z
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Those were the days. Robby
Krieger, Ray Manzarek, Jim
Morrison and John Densmore
in LA, late 1967
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W
hen we spoke in 2007, Ray
Manzarek beautifully summed
up The Doors after I made a
throwaway remark about
them seeming to fall from the

sky 40 years earlier. “Maybe it did, man,”
mused this most affable man, whose
enthusiasm and energy all but melted the
transatlantic phone lines even when
repeating stories he’d told hundreds of
times. “It’s possible it did just fall out of
the sky! Robby Krieger plays flamenco
guitar with his fingers as he’s playing rock
’n’ roll. He’s also playing that wonderful
bottleneck guitar that comes out of his
jugband days. Here’s the keyboard player
who’s out of Chicago with blues roots but
also studied classical music and was a jazz
lover. You add that dark, Slavic soul to
Robby Krieger’s snaky, crystalline
bottleneck guitar and underneath you put
John Densmore, this jazz drummer, who
also played in a marching band. On top of
that you float a Beat-French symbolist,
Southern Gothic poet singing some very,
very interesting lyrics. Maybe it did just
fall together. How does that sound get
made? Y’know, sometimes magic does
happen.”

As The Doors played Hollywood’s
clubs, notably a dive called London Fog,
that magic was coaxed into an alien
inferno as they wrought their own songs
to nudge out the blues covers (heard on

last year’s London Fog 1966), and would
dominate their first two albums. The band
even signed to Columbia before being
swiftly dropped. At that time their only
ambition was to be as a big as Love, who
ruled the Strip’s happening scene. 

“We had to play sometimes five sets a
night at the London Fog,” Manzarek told
me. “Night after night for virtually
nobody. We got the opportunity to do
anything we wanted to fill up four or five
hours. So every night we would play ‘The
End’, ‘When The Music’s Over’, ‘Light
My Fire’ and expand those things. ‘The
End’ had originally started off as a two or
three-minute love song and we just kept
playing it while Jim started adding lyrics
to it.”

As the counterculture revolution
ballooned in LA, The Doors’ reputation
and crowds grew during their next
residency at The Whisky A Go Go. Now,
as Ray said, “There were hundreds of
people virtually every night because it was
the Mecca of rock ’n’ roll so we’re playing
for a packed audience and our songs are
together now. It was ’66, the Los Angeles
summer of love. All the long hairs had
come to the Sunset Strip from all over LA.
The freaks. We weren’t even called hippies
then. All the freaks had come together. To
play for an audience like that aroused all
the passion that we possibly had in our
bodies.”

‘The End’ gained its Oedipal
monologue one August night after (it’s
been said) Jim ingested 40 times the usual
dose of Owsley acid. It slaughtered the
crowd and got The Doors fired, but
convinced Jac Holzman, there at the
recommendation of Love’s Arthur Lee, to
sign them to Elektra, America’s coolest
record label. 

Enter Bruce Botnick, resident engineer
at Sunset Sound Recorders, where The
Doors recorded their first two albums.
Botnick was the vital studio catalyst that
so magnificently bottled the band’s
infernal psychedelic magic. While Paul
Rothchild brought his producer’s
disciplines and direction to the sessions,
Bruce rolled the tape, created any effects
and mixed it together as the band played
live in the studio, in essence like a fifth
member. 

The recent Singles box set and Strange
Days reissue, which Botnick remastered in
stereo and mono, are two more reasons
why Shindig! is here today celebrating The
Doors’ music rather than milking the
lizard king mythos. It’s also time to swing
the spotlight on the backroom man who
brought their unique latent alchemy to
eternal life in songs now branded into
music’s very DNA. Bruce is the overseer
of The Doors’ recorded legacy, although
his CV also lists a spangled array of
Elektra greats, including Love, David

62

Sittin’ on the dock of the
bay around the time of
their ’67 debut
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10,000 dollars a year, which in those days
might as well have been a hundred
thousand dollars. 

“With studio musicians recording live,
you’ve got to have it going at the first
drop of a baton. I’d been working in
Studio 1 for over three years; and I knew
what it could do and where to put the
drums, what EQ to put on them and
things like that. The same with vocal
mics. I was basically ready to roll, but I
had to tweak as the session got going. As I
got more and more into their music and
started to understand where they were
coming from, the sound would evolve,
but not drastically. You’ve got to
understand, that when they came into the
studio everything was locked. The only
thing that wasn’t locked was creativity.
The songs were there. They’d already
rehearsed them. They and we knew what
they were gonna do and they played most
of the songs for the first album live in the
studio.”

Even heard now, The Doors seems
bathed in a lysergic sheen that turns
Robby Kreiger’s liquid guitar into
luminescent glow-worms and coats the
whole band in supernatural ambience. I
burble this to Bruce, who fires back,
“Because it was
supernatural!”
before crediting
Sunset Sound’s
echo chamber
and hand-built
tube recording
console.

Bruce’s growing reputation reached Jac
Holzman, then looking for a suitable
studio for Love to make their first album.
His first Elektra assignment was Love in
January ’66, followed by Da Capo and
Tim Buckley’s debut. “It was great, a
wonderful time. We made those albums in
three or four days maximum.”

In August he met The Doors, who
Holzman had just signed after witnessing
the weird scenes at the Whisky. “I did not
know The Doors from Shinola! Jac called
to book the sessions and said Paul
Rothchild’s going to produce this act The
Doors. Paul had produced the first Tim
Buckley album and by that time we were
friendly. The booking came as drums,
piano-bass, guitar, organ and vocal, with
the organist playing bass. I thought, ‘This
is gonna be interesting.’ They walked in
the door, set up and just started recording.
I’m a very reactive person. I don’t like to
put myself in front of what the music is. I
like to have music tell me what to do.
That was the case with The Doors. 

“The first thing we recorded was on
August 19th and I believe it was
‘Moonlight Drive’. Then we did a couple
more songs and really went to town. I
knew they were something magical from
the first note and totally different from
anything that was on the radio. We
immediately hit it off on a one to one
level. I related to the music and they were
all basically my age, although Ray was
older. In those days they didn’t have a pot
to pee in, so I took them out to dinner
and things like that. I was making close to

Ackles and Tim Buckley. (His next project
is re-mastering Forever Changes, which he
produced, for its own anniversary reissue.) 

Speaking over Skype from his office in
Ojai, near Santa Barbara, California,
Bruce has obviously been asked to
comment on the deeply-trodden Doors
myths too many times but warms up
beautifully when Shindig!’s mission
becomes clear and I ask for his own story.
Hollywood born, Bruce benefitted by
having parents who were both musicians.
His dad played viola and violin for movie
studios like 20th Century Fox and
Columbia, and mum was a music copyist
for singers signed to Capitol, including
Frank Sinatra and Nat ‘King’ Cole. “I
would go to sessions when I was a little
kid and was always more excited about
what was going on in the control room
than the studio,” he recalls. “At around six
or eight years old I remember going to a
session and they let me push the little
black button and say ‘Take one!’ The
power of pushing that button was
overwhelming; I felt the call of the muse.
I can’t even remember who was doing the
session because the excitement of pushing
the button overpowered everything.”

At school, Bruce borrowed a tape
recorder and started taping everything.
His future career path was cemented when
a friend got drafted and left Bruce to look
after his Berlant Concertone reel-to-reel
machine and two Telefunken U47
microphones. Through dad’s connections,
Bruce learned the ropes at Liberty
Records Recording Studio alongside
future Warners A&R supremo Lenny
Waronker, son of Liberty Records
founder Simon Waronker. He then served
a two year apprenticeship working with
the likes of Jackie DeShannon, Leon
Russell, David Gates, The Crickets and
many more (“Being that I was such a nerd,
the equipment was a natural.”)

In ’62, when the Liberty studio
suddenly closed, Bruce walked down
Sunset Boulevard and into Sunset Sound
Recorders, where he met its founder
‘Tutti’ Camarata, who in ’58 had
converted an old auto repair shop into
Walt Disney Records recording arm. “I
bullshitted my way through some stuff
about recording big bands and he hired
me on the spot. I built my career there,
which would lead to the Doors.” By ’65,
Bruce was working with Jack Nitzsche,
then involved with the Stones and Phil
Spector, along with recording backing
tracks for Motown in Detroit, including
albums by The Supremes and Marvin
Gaye (“It was a wonderful experience. I
loved doing Motown.”). He also worked
with Brian Wilson on Pet Sounds and ‘Good
Vibrations’. “At that time, Brian was
basically using The Wrecking Crew, so they
played everything. That was great, because
Brian would come in with his chord sheets
and work out the charts, have them play
what he wanted them to play and then we’d
do takes. We recorded everything live on
four track, except for vocals.”

z z

z z

“The booking came as drums, piano-bass,
guitar, organ and vocal, with the organist
playing bass. I thought, 

. They walked in the
door, set up and just started recording”
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The decades have eroded most specific
memories of tracks being recorded, apart
from, maybe unsurprisingly, ‘The End’.
“It was two takes and Jim was chemically
enhanced,” recalls Bruce before dispelling
a popular myth. “You’ve heard the story
about the TV set that Jim supposedly had
thrown through the control room
window? It never happened. There was a
little tiny TV that I was watching as the
LA Dodgers were playing. We were
recording and the song was so enveloping
musically I had my eyes closed. I was just
going with what was happening because
I’m mixing live on the four-track; drums
and bass on one track, guitar on one, the
organ on one and Jim on one. That’s it, so
I had to mix to get it all. Jim came out
during the Oedipus section, dancing
around and whirling, bumped into the
stool and knocked over the TV. The set
was fine as I saw the end of the Dodger
game but later Ray, who was terrific at
confabulation, said Jim threw it through
the window. That couldn’t have happened
because it’s two pieces of ¾-inch thick
glass. You’d have needed a canon to get
through that! It was two takes and we
edited it together. One of them, Ray had
his amplifier on for the bass and the other
one he didn’t so when we cut it together I
had to do some adjustment in the mix to
make it sound like one entire piece.”

With the parlous state of our own BBC
then, it’s hard to grasp the day-to-day
importance of AM radio in the US. That’s
where The Doors broke first, initially
with the local AM Radio pop station
KFWB. “In those days people and other
bands would just come down to the
studio. The Byrds were there a lot, just
hanging out because they were all friends.

B Mitchel
Reed, the main
disc jockey at
KFWB who
was an icon
here in LA,
had come
down to one
of the
sessions. We
were talking
and I asked,
‘Hey, if I gave
you an acetate
reference disk
of a song is
there any
chance you
could play it

on the air and we could listen to it?’ He
said, ‘Yeah, send it up, I’ll play it coming
out of the noon news then I’ll go right to
the next song and nobody’s gonna know
what happened.’ This happened many
times; we’d all pile into a car and turn up
the radio real loud and there it would be.
We’d always be in shock because when
you heard things over the radio it sounded
radically different. I did that a lot, not
only with The Doors.”

‘Break On Through’ was the first single
from the album before ‘Light My Fire’
joined ‘White Rabbit’ and Sgt Pepper as
the predominant sounds of summer ’67,
soundtracking riots, catalysing sexual
revolutions and breaking radio traditions
with its long version. The time to hesitate
was through. 

The song was Robby Krieger’s first
composition for The Doors, as he told me
in 2007. “At first Jim was writing
everything then one day we said, ‘Hey,
we haven’t got enough originals.’ Jim says,
‘Why don’t you guys write some too?’
That’s when I went and wrote ‘Light My
Fire’. I’m glad he said that! Up until then
The Doors were doing three-chord type
songs that were pretty simple, like ‘I
Looked At You’ or ‘End Of The Night’. I
wanted to write something more
adventurous. I decided I was going to put
every chord I knew into this song and
did! There’s about 14 different chords in
there. We said, ‘Let’s do it like Coltrane’;
A minor to B minor like on ‘My Favourite
Things’. As we played it over the next
year the solos got longer and longer. It
was very organic. I wish I could say we
planned it that way, but it just came out.”

In its 45rpm form, ‘Light My Fire’ lost
Robby and Ray’s solos to make the
requisite radio length. When DJs started
spinning the full version, it broke the set-
in-stone barrier for long songs. Bruce
recalls how thrilled he was; “You have to
understand that, when you’ve done
something and it comes on the radio it’s a
big deal to hear it bracketed by The
Supremes or Elvis Presley. Everything we
did, we were very conscious that
commercial radio didn’t like anything over
two minutes and 30 seconds so they could
get more music and advertisements in
their playlist. That’s why ‘Light My Fire’
was edited down. Then some brilliant disc
jockey in the Midwest started playing the
long version, the phones at the stations
started ringing off the hook, and that
broke the mould in the US for long song
versions with no editing.”

R
eleased that September,
Strange Days caught The
Doors after breaking on
through to the other side of
any summer of love

optimism and into the cold real world
where people look ugly when you’re
alone. Musically, their whirling dervish
muses had coerced and alighted on a sound
that indeed expanded on The Doors, coated
in eerie hallucinogenic radiance and dark
carnival weirdness drawn from LA’s city of
night underbelly (as beautifully embodied
in Joel Brodsky’s street freaks cover shot).
This time the closing epic was sign-of-the-
times clarion call ‘When The Music’s
Over’, boasting a torrential guitar snake
bombardment from Krieger.

Now using a revolutionary eight-track
3M tape recorder that Bruce had
purloined from Wally Heider’s
establishment, the band could experiment
and stretch out. Another ethos was
instilled by Sgt Pepper. “In those days,
most acts did two albums a year, even The
Beatles,” says Bruce. “We could work
faster because we recorded live in the
studio. I’d been working with The Turtles
on ‘Happy Together’. One day they
handed me a monaural acetate of Sgt
Pepper, before it came out. I listened to it
and it blew my mind from the standpoint
that they had allowed themselves to be
totally creative. They weren’t worried
about reproducing live in the studio. I
played it for the guys and Paul Rothchild
and we said, ‘Hey, this gives us a lot of
freedom, maybe we can experiment?
We’re not gonna do Sgt Pepper but we can
do The Doors and dramatically expand
our horizons’. We already had these songs
that were part of the original 24 Jim had
written way back.”

Bruce now scatters the myth based
around The Doors recreating their live set
on their first two albums then the reserves
drying up. Doors historians may squeak
up but this is the first I’ve heard of Jim
having 24 songs in his book; he’s usually
recalled singing ‘Moonlight Drive’ to Ray
on Venice Beach that summer ’65
afternoon. 

“Both Jim and Ray told me so,” asserts
Bruce. “They sat on the beach together
and Jim sang all 24 songs, which were
enough for the first three albums and into
the fourth. One of the great things Paul
Rothchild did was think forward and say
we don’t want to just pack the first album
with the best. As it turned out, everything
was the best, but he was very smart when
it came to making sure that, if we’re
gonna do another album in two months
we better have something to record.”

The trippy cascade of the title track
marks the only time The Doors used the
new Moog synthesiser, thanks to pioneer
Paul Beaver arriving fresh from making
The Zodiac: Cosmic Sounds. “I knew Paul
Beaver from recording with him early on
and mentioned him to Paul Rothchild
that he had this really interesting machine
that was out of this world, so he broughtz z

z z

“Jim was writing everything then one day we
said, ‘Hey, we haven’t got enough originals.
Why don’t you guys write some too?’ That’s

when I went and wrote ’LIGHT MY FIRE‘. I’m
glad he said that!”
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Strange days indeed. Ray and
Robby chat to a journalist outside
Sunset Sound Recorders, LA;
Bruce Botnick at the controls;
producer Paul Rothchild and Jim;
John and Jim and another door;
Jim ponders the future
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it down. We had already filled up the
eight-track, and couldn’t print that effect
on the vocal on ‘Strange Days’. So I put
Jim’s vocal into the Moog then mixed it
back against his vocal and added reverb
and a bit of delay. Jim would push the key
and it produced that effect. When it came
time to mix Strange Days for surround, I
was shocked that I hadn’t printed that,
even on a mono tape machine! You never
thought you’d be going back after the
album was out. I had to use plug-ins and
think I got pretty close to matching what
we did back then. It’s the only time we
used the synthesiser and, after that Paul
Beaver went up to Mount McKinley:
20,320 feet, the tallest mountain in The
United States, to commune with extra-
terrestrials while they refuelled their space
crafts. At least, that’s what he told me and
I still believe him. We bought an entire
Moog when we moved to Elektra Studios.
George Harrison came and visited. He
wasn’t really interested in what we were
doing musically but he was interested in
the Moog, so I spent an hour showing
him you can make cool noises with it.”

‘Horse Latitudes’ saw Jim howl and
shout his poem about oceanic equestrian
murder over Bruce’s nightmare musique
concrete. When I first played the album 50
years ago I really had never heard such
sounds in my life. 

“That was all all done on analogue tape
machine by hand,” he explains. “I had
printed some tape hiss on tape and played
it into the echo chamber. By manually

running fast and slow it became the
atmosphere from something I visualised.
That’s how most stuff was done in those
days. Hand it to Paul Rothchild; he
refused to allow Robby to use a fuzztone,
wah-wah pedal or any of that stuff, so we
had to organically create what we were
doing. Strange Days had three important
things; the Moog, manual tape
manipulation and Robbie’s guitar solo on
‘When The Music’s Over’. Since we didn’t
have a fuzztone and he was playing
through a small amp, I took the
microphone into its pre-amp, out of that
and into another mic pre-amp, so I was
overdriving it. I got the tubes to glow
between purple and orange so was
probably close to blowing them up, but
that’s how I got that sound. Then
recorded it. It’s basically just overdriving
tube electronics.”

Incredibly, Bruce went from recording
Strange Days to Buffalo Springfield Again
then found himself producing Love’s
Forever Changes. All this in a few weeks’
work! “They were great times with all the
music I was doing. I was in bliss. I wasn’t
married at that time. My studio was my
woman. I’d sleep there. Luckily, they had
a shower! At the same time I was doing
The Doors, Beach Boys and Love, I was
recording every kind of music for Muzak
– Mexican, Chinese, you name it – plus
jazz for Pacific Jazz and children’s albums,
because Sunset Sound’s owner Tutti
Camarata was head of A&R for Disney
Records. All the other music had to fit in

around children’s
albums in the
afternoon and
commercials in
the early
morning.”

B
y late ’67, The Doors were
becoming America’s biggest
band with Jim finding himself
both counterculture icon and
teen idol. The bigger they

became, the more he rebelled and
retreated into the bottle, sparking
incidents like being arrested onstage for
public disorder in Newhaven,
Connecticut that December. As Ray so
animatedly explained in 2007, “We had to
receive Jimbo. Out of the bottle of
alcohol and occupying the personality of
Jim was a besotted lout known as Jim-bo.
It was like, what the fuck? Jim? Just how
drunk do you intend on getting? Jim? Are
you there? Oh my God, it’s not Jim at all!
it’s Jim-bo. That was weird, man. Strange
days had indeed found us at that point.”

Ray says he nailed the Jimbo persona
when writing his autobiography at the age
of 50. “I began to realise there was a
psychotic break here but, interestingly,
Jim Morrison always thought of himself
as a shaman. He talked about the shaman
(adopting uncanny Morrison drawl), ‘You
know the Shaman’s got a crack, Ray. He’s
an unusual individual in the tribe but he’s
kind of cracked, and out of that crack
comes his abilities to say things. As we say

Robby and trusty
Gibson SG in the
studio; ‘People
Are Strange’ 45

66
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about a crazy person, he’s a little cracked.’
I never thought Jim as insane but it was
there. That’s what made him so great.
That’s what made his poetry and public
performances so great. But pour alcohol
into that crack and you don’t wanna see
what’s gonna come out.”

Almost riding shotgun to ’68’s crawling
socio-political chaos, third Doors album
Waiting For The Sun reflected both the
anti-Vietnam defiance on the streets and
rising against establishment oppression on
‘The Unknown Soldier’ and ‘Five To
One’, although recording was shifting
from spontaneous live combustion to
getting the best out of Jim when possible.
The set also boasted the masterful ‘Spanish
Caravan’ and ‘Hello I Love You’, the
resurrected early demo that became their
first UK hit single at the time of their first
UK visit to play The Roundhouse that
September (and a Top Of The Pops
appearance I remember as curiously
subdued. Far better was when Granada
TV screened The Doors Are Open
documentary). 

Inside the gatefold was Jim’s
‘Celebration Of The Lizard’ poem,
originally intended as the new epic but
only the ‘Not To Touch The Earth’
section made the album. Although it later
appeared on Absolutely Live, the existence
of a studio original was something I had
to ask Bruce. 

“In between Strange Days and Waiting
For The Sun, at the request of Paul
Rothchild, I took the guys into the old
Liberty Records studio where I got my
start. We recorded a bunch of stuff so we
would have a better handle on what to
record for the third album. ‘The
Celebration Of The Lizard’ was recorded
as a demo but, for some reason when we
were recording for real, Paul rightfully

felt that we couldn’t get another operatic
live performance because Jim was
inebriated most of the time. He really
didn’t enjoy the stardom and hid behind
the alcohol.” 

His reaction to fame?
“How many people that have made it

did like stardom? None of them! The
( July ’68) Hollywood Bowl is one of the
very best Doors concerts ever and it’s
mainly a lot of poetry. That was Jim’s
thing. He really would rather have done a
show with some songs, a bit of poetry,
more songs then poetry, and the band
wanted to do that too. Instead, Jim
became the monkey for the organ grinder;
crank and the monkey’s got to jump
around, scream and freak out. That stuff
came naturally because of his early
experiments with LSD on stage and his
insecurity about performing. For the
longest time he performed with his back
to the audience. After a while he had to
perform. Bob Dylan said to me something
that other artists had said, ‘I don’t know
who they’re coming to hear; me or this
guy who, in Jim’s case, is freaking out
onstage?’ In Jim’s case, the only place to
hide was in the bottle.” 

Jim got so bad during the gruelling
months it took to record The Soft Parade,
combatting personal demons with

escalating booze, Paul Rothchild
brought in brass and strings. Robby
wrote several tracks as the band had
basically recorded most of the original
24 songs and the well was running
dry. They were still recording in
March ’69 when Jim got busted for
allegedly flashing in Miami, casting
yet another shadow over the band.
“They couldn’t tour so we basically
went in the studio and struggled with
that album,” recalls Bruce. “It was a
very rough experience for all of us.” 

Despite ‘Touch Me’ hitting and
Jim’s epic poem title track, The Soft
Parade derailed The Doors’
momentum as the obscenity trial
hung over them for 18 months
before Jim got convicted for public
profanity and indecent exposure.
(The appeal never heard). 

The band still went into the
studio and, reacting against the
strings and brass, returned to basic
rock ‘n’ blues and their original
sound for February ‘70’s Morrison
Hotel. “After Miami happened, Paul
felt it necessary to control
everything to keep everything on a

steady track and it became a bit
dictatorial. That’s the best way to put it.
But I understood where he was coming
from. We tried to come out of it with
Morrison Hotel and if you hear the out-
takes of ‘Roadhouse Blues’, there are
several different versions from first take to
final, so you can see the full arc. Even
though Jim was drunk as a skunk you can
hear in the first take it was more raw
and… roadhouse. That’s an approach
where you get a bunch of beers and just
rave. That’s my favourite, because the final
one is very regimented and straight. The
guys knew that too but it led to us
making LA Woman together.” 

During the trial period, Jim was
allowed to make The Doors’ only other
UK appearance, in September ’70 at The
Isle Of Wight Festival. Now he just stood
and sang. The Doors started recording
again that December, emerging with late-
period masterpiece LA Woman.

Rothchild famously handed the
production to Botnick and this is how
Bruce remembers it. “It’s well published
that we had gone into Sunset Sound
Recorders to try and rekindle the flame.
Paul had just finished producing Janis
Joplin’s album Pearl and was on a high.
During rehearsals for LA Woman, the guys
were lackadaisical and didn’t want to be
directed and told what to do; they needed
a collaborated experience. About an hour
into the session, Paul put his head in his
hands and said to me, ‘I can’t do this. It’s
not gonna work. You can do it, you know
them, you’re close to them. I’m outta
here. I love everybody but I’ll probably do
more harm than good.’ He recognised
that. So we all went out to dinner at Mu
Ling, a Chinese restaurant about half a
block away from the studio. After dinner
we came back to the studio without Paul,
a bit stunned. They said, ‘What’ll we do?’
I said ‘You guys like your rehearsal hall?’
‘We love it there!’ ‘Great I’ll get some
gear, we’ll set it up and record the album
there.’ They loved it.”

For Bruce and The Doors it felt like a
fresh new buzz though reminiscent of the
first album sessions. “The only thing I can
compare it too is when I got out of school
for summer vacation; ‘Yay, I’m free!’ It
was one of those moments.” This was the
band’s wholehearted immersion in the
blues that originally fuelled them and a
communal way of working that produced
immortal epics ‘Riders On The Storm’
and the monumental title track. Both
sounded like freeway driving anthems, I

z z

z z

“At the same time I was doing The Doors,
Beach Boys and Love. I was in bliss. I wasn’t
married at that time. MY STUDIO WAS MY

WOMAN. I‘D SLEEP THERE. 
Luckily, they had a shower!”

Robby, Ray and Jim recording Strange Days
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ventured to
Ray Manzarek
– and he
agreed! “Yeah,
it was kind of

like driving music. It’s funny you should
mention those two songs because they
were like a new way of writing. We all
just played in the studio and those songs
just happened. We were just fooling
around playing ‘Ghost Riders In The Sky’
and suddenly Jim starts coming up with
‘Riders On The Storm’. It just kind of
happened spontaneously.”

“‘Riders On The Storm’ was created at
the studio,” illuminates Bruce. “They
always used to mess with ‘Ghost Riders In
The Sky’ and that became the influence.
Jim basically had his lyrics and melody.
It’s the way all The Doors’ songs came
together; he came in with lyrics and
would hum a song and they would work
out an arrangement. The four of them
together – womp, a song. That song had
been fiddled with for a year or two but
never really became anything until we
were in the studio. 

“We were recording ‘Riders’ and all of
a sudden Jim goes ‘Hey, we should have
rain and thunder on this, it’ll be great!’ It
kind went over everybody’s head but,
come time to mix, I grabbed the Elektra
sound effects album that Jac Holzman had
recorded of rain and thunder in New
York City, put it on a tape machine, hit
record and just played it wild. The
thunder came at the appropriate points,
without me planning it. When the song

finished, I stopped the mix, rewound the
rain and thunder and music and, not
knowing where things were gonna come,
they all came in at the right place. Then I
edited the mix together. LA Woman
allowed The Doors to get back to that
point of being reactive and not pre-
meditated; the old adage: don’t think, it’s
dangerous; and it’s true.”

Jim now made that last trip to Paris in
February ’71 and died mysteriously in the
early hours of July 3rd. Ray still sounded
puzzled and saddened 36 years later.
“When he said, ‘I’m going to Paris’, I
thought, excellent, an American in Paris.
Hemingway, Scott Fitzgerald, Henry
Miller, Jim Morrison. Carry on the
American tradition. Leave the groupies,
leave the drinking buddies, go to Paris,
refresh yourself and start writing. Jim was
writing as fast as he could, working up
some strong ideas. I have a lot of the stuff.
Some of it’s very, very good. But there’s a
sense of despair in there too. It’s like, Jim?
What the fuck man? This is my buddy
from film school. When we put a band
together on the beach in Venice he sang
the songs to me and I said, ‘That’s brilliant,
let’s get a rock ’n’ roll band together. We’re
going all the way with this thing. The
Beatles, the Stones, in between are going
to be The Doors!’ We got to Madison
Square Garden and had the #1 song in
America. Yet in the writings in Paris there
was this note of despair. It was like, ‘What
do you have to despair over?’ And I don’t
know the answer. There was something
eating at Jim. Some problem on the inside

that was unresolved. It caused him to
drink, I’m sure, and God knows what he
was into in Paris.”

At 68 in 2007, Ray still felt passionately
that The Doors had a place in the 21st
century and was playing that immortal
music with Robby for a new generation.
“Just the young people walking the street
thinking, ‘Where did I come from? Why
am I here? What am I doing with my life?
I know some day I’m gonna die, where do
I go after I die?’ Hopefully we can help
you along with those questions; the idea
of freedom and that you can find a
freedom for yourself in The Doors’ lyrics
and music.”

In 2013, Ray left us and joined his old
friend Jim, leaving Krieger and Densmore
eventually reconciling old differences and
Bruce Botnick to uphold The Doors’
towering legacy. He’s just finished re-
mastering the 1970 IOW show with a
legendary Copenhagen concert and
second Matrix set to come. 

Listening to The Doors’ astonishing
supernatural flights and talking to their
telepathic earthly studio emissary half a
century after they first manifested, Ray’s
impassioned “Y’know, sometimes magic
does happen” resonates louder than ever,
as does his later musing about meeting Jim
on the beach; “Maybe there were some
angels pulling it all together that day.” 

Strange Days: 50th
Anniversary Expanded Edition

and The Doors: The Singles are out
now on Rhino

The Doors with a young rider on
the storm, ’69; the ’71 single;
their last with Jim Morrison
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